A2K Technologies Develops Specify Caroma Revit Add
In

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA – A2K Technologies’ Design Content division has developed a Revit Add In for use by Caroma’s customers in the
architecture and design community during the project design and specification process.
Leading Australian distributor of bathrooms and kitchens fittings and fixtures, Caroma, has launched the Specify Caroma Revit Add In as part of its
commitment to further improve digital product access to its customers.
The new Add In saves valuable time in the specification process, by providing access to over 1,000 market-leading products and brands in the one
location within Revit.
Caroma has one of the largest catalogues of Autodesk Revit files across Australia's building products industry.
With advanced navigation and comprehensive searching capabilities, the Specify website’s product finder functionality and the Add In provide
seamless integration across Caroma and the other GWA Bathroom & Kitchens' brands.

The new Specify Caroma Revit Add In is a result of rigorous research within the architecture and design community, ensuring technological
developments coincide with the wants and needs of customers.
Designed to create an efficient and user-friendly digital experience for industry professionals, the Add In’s extensive range of ‘render ready’,
face-based families balance model accuracy and file size for optimal usability, and adhere to Australian and New Zealand Revit Standards (ANZRS).
According to A2K Technologies’ Nathan Roobottom, this initiative further demonstrates Caroma’s proactivity in delivering the best possible
resources and enabling their customers to make the most informed design decisions.
“A2K Technologies have enjoyed a long partnership with Caroma, and we’re very excited to have developed the Specify Caroma Revit Add In with
them”, said Roobottom.
“This initiative further demonstrates Caroma’s proactivity in delivering the best possible resources and enabling their customers to make the most
informed design decisions.
“As customers’ processes and requirements change, it is imperative that suppliers adapt and innovate to meet these needs. The technology used in
design and construction today provides product suppliers a great opportunity to engage closely in the design and be an integral part of the process,
which Caroma exemplifies in their Specify Caroma Revit Add In.
“Congratulations to all the team at Caroma, and to all the design professionals that can now enjoy this valuable resource.”
To download the Specify Caroma Revit Add-In, visit http://specify.caroma.com.au/
The Design Content library, which contains manufacturers’ products in a variety of file formats including Revit, can be accessed via
www.designcontent.com.au
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